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I have been here many times, for sure I have seen days like 
this…..I have also seen things that you humans wouldn’t 
believe  (thanks Alvaro if you remember !)



1987: a gold medal 
(and a bit of luck)

you were born 
under a very 
good star !



something remarkable

astroparticle physics get the center of the stage  

and it is there to stay 

going from a success to another



1988

exploiting the rich harvest of SN1987a 

a lot of emphasis on heavy flavour physics  

possible B-factories presented  

and two results that put neutrino at the center of 
particle physics (and a couple of Nobel prizes)



1988: news from Kamioka

e µ



1989

no discovery but a lot of interesting stuff 

something that will stay on Physics books (or 
perhaps better in History of Physics books) 

BTW 1989 marks the start of LEP, although too 
late for La Thuile conference !



from 1989 index

well, both SSC end USSR were terminated !

uhmmm !



1990: LEP

3-neutrinos-3 



1991
LEP, LEP, LEP, LEP and the frantic search for 
New Physics starts  

and it is not over yet in spite of  Carlo Rubbia 
predictions

the first time 
I gave a talk  
in LaThuile



1992: LEP dominance
and the start of another saga that is still with us



1993: COBE and 
astroparticle on stage



1994

B factory at SLAC approved

theorists smell blood !

a remarkable event:  helicopter trip to Rutor glacier  
and way back skiing ! 11/3/94 to be precise



1995
the Top quark jumps on the stage although not 
yet with the (in)famous 5 sigma.

D0

CDF



1996: end of LEP I and 
the illusion of Rb and Rc

from Guido Altarelli



1997

what if I skip it ?



1998
Thanks to Beppo-Sax satellite a real study 
of the GRB, first observed in the 60’s, has started.

and also the epic fight of Alvaro with all 
the astrophysicist  about the mechanism  
that generates them

and also a new promising field appears on the screen



1998: neutrino definitely 
gets a mass



1999

The flavour-factories take off



2000: the millennium year
what strikes me is a talk on side effects of physics 

Jean-Pierre Zigrand (London): Basics of Financial Physics

the catastrophe of the finance (that we still suffer) 
was very far in time and possibly we (the community) 
were even proud of the discovery of the derivatives  
and the use of MonteCarlo in the world of Finance 

all done by physicists trained by us





2001: I want to admit a mistake 
(a big one) done by INFN



2002: the year of  
CP violation in B



2002: direct CP violation

and what was sketched by 
Bigi in 1994 now becomes  
a (sad) reality. SM rules !



2003: neutrinos from the sun transform 
one into another . Do not disappear !



2004: (g-2) opens a 
window (of opportunity ?)

at the time it did  
not grasp any special 
attention (2 sigma)

but theory has progressed  
in the meanwhile and now: 

not that 3.6 sigma is anything 
special but a new exp is  
planned in FNAL



2004: hadrons are not necessarily 
made by 2 or 3 quarks !



2005: Dream Beam



2006: KamLAND



2007: I was fascinated by 

I have to admit that I am somewhat partisan



2008: Auger & Borexino

7Be finally !



2009
LHC started in 2008, however in a peculiar 
unlucky way 



2009: PAMELA positrons

an interesting  
feature !

that NOW is a possibility 
for a discovery



2010: Tevatron W mass 
eventually wins over LEP 



2011: let me remember 
a Master of Science 

No secret revealed 
It was 70th birthday 
of Mario 



2011: LHC starts to 
produce physics



2012: this time LaThuile 
was a bit too early

something not discovered yet gets interpreted.  
Theorists have a competitive advantage !



2012: the normal year

signal in green

remember that in 2009 they had seen some hint  
of a signal (well 3 events in the ROI)

End  
of an 

illusion



2013: here it is  
Higgs boson in its full glory



2013: sin2θ13 



2014: Planck corrects the 
Universe composition



2014: Looking for Dark Matter (and 
getting a conflict with DAMA/LIBRA)



2014: yet another confirmation 
of the almighty SM



2015: waiting for the 13 
TeV fireworks

Higgs boson looks very standard



2015: and…

Susy is still waiting 
for a prince to kiss 
her. By now is still 
a toad.



2015: in the meanwhile…

!

Léger’s death à the painting is a fake 

we have learnt that if you want to 
buy modern art you better know 
particle physics ! 
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2016: strike ! 



happy birthday 
and another 30  
of these years


